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Chapter 1

THE PRCGRAM

The CorLective Reading Services pro is a component within the

program entitled 'TSEA Title I Nonpublic School Progr_ APunction

No. 09-69626) The canponent was designed to serve appracimately 12,000

eligible, educationally deprived pupils in 229 sdhools of New York City

during the 1975-76 school yeax. The purpose of theFogram is to hm-

prove icantly the reading level of participating pupils thro

a corrective reading c designed to supplement the regular read-

ing prognam of the schools served. The program was recycled fram the

previous year.

The term 'nonpublic schools' included schools of a number of re-

ligious denominations, among them Ranan Catholic, Hebrew, Luther

Greek 0rtill:A(3x, Episcopal, Ukranian, Society of Friends, and Seventh Day

Adventist. The program also allovm for participation of non-denami-

natialal schools.

Personnel involved in the pro&ram included during this school

one coordinator, five field supervisors, 142 teachers, one school

secretary, one stenographer, and two typists.

Daily programs of the teachers consisted of six hours and twEnty

minutes at assigned schools. Four hairs of this program were devoted to

elasaroan Lnstruction, one hoar to conference and other professional

duties, and the remainder to lunch and class preparation.

Students in the prograumust meet the dual eligibility criteria

of residence in a target attendance area, defined by the United States
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Office of Education, and a level of reading achievement below

minimum grade level canperemy. Children selected far Corrective

Eli-

gibility for the program at various levels of the system is determined

as follows:

Tbe ccmpetency of entering first graders, in schools whose

Reading are also required to understand the English

"pals elected to include first graders in the program, was meas-

by the Clymer-Barrett Pre-Reading Test, using as a criterion the

cutoff raw score of 54. Pupils are phased out of the reading progr

and given standard first grade curriculum after periods of instruction

that enable them to reach this performance level.

Children in grades two through twelve are given appropriate stand-

ardized tests to determine their need for the program. Minimum levels

of competency for eligibility and specific tests to be used in deter-

canpetency were outlined in internal communications from the

coordinator of the program to the Title I reading teachers. Assess-

ment of pupil reading performance for placement purposes was scheduled

for September-Ottober 1975; it should be noted that, although these as-

sessments and the beginning of remedial reading classes are ordinarily

completed by early October, the public school budgetary uncertainties

in Fall 1975 created delays in teacher assignments that resulted in a

late start for many of the remedial reading classes in the nonpublic

sChools. Classes met regularly from their starting date until the

second or third week in Zne.

Frequency of ins=ctional sessions is determined by the gtade

level of the children, the severity of individual reading retardation,



school schedules, and the r irmendation of principals. In general,

corrective reading classes include from five to ten pupils for

45 to 60 minute periods twice a week. Vbere the eligible population

small and teachers are assigned to a school only one day awe

groups of five or six meet for 45 minutes to one hour periods, _

other schools where pupils require intensive services, thlvinay. meet

as many as fiv 2. times a unek for one hour sessions. Classes for first

graders are generally Rept small, and meet for as short a period as

thirty mdnutes.

hasis in the selection process is placed on students between

grades one and six, although students above that level who show sig-

nificant retardation were given service. The final selection of pup

is determined cooperatively by princ

schools and Title I teachers. First

whose reading needs were greatest.

Paraprofessionals are not employed as part of the program

but same districts do assign paras to the nonpublic schools within the

district servi ed by the remedial program. in classroms where they are

present, their duties include work: udth selected pupils on a one-to-one

or small group basis under the guidance of the corrective reading teach-

er, assistance with the preparation of materials, and assistance with

clerical and housekeeping tasks.

and teachers of the npubl

priority is given to those children



Chapter II

DIALLTATICV PROCEDURES

The Corrective Reading Services Component in the nonp lic

schools program is designed to supplement the r: Progr

in those schools in order to raise the reading achievement levels of

educationally deprived children in grades one through twlve, reading

one or mare years below grade level. The measurement of the basic ob-

jective employed an historical regression technique, with pLogram ef-

fectiveness dete.oldred by its success in increasing children s reading

ability beyond expectation; the .05 level of risk was set for statis-

tical decision-

The objectives for the evaluation included first, to determine

whether the program succeeded in that basic effort , second, to establish

whether the program wa s being implemented in accordance with funding

proposal guidelines, and third, to assess the effectiveness of the Fara-

professimaal sei'vices.

Reading Achievement Measures

Objective: To determine uhetber as a result of participation
in the Corrective Reading Component, the reading achievement
scores of the students show a statistically significant im-

provement, using the real posttest score and the anticipated

posttest score.

All subjects uere aininistered the appropriate levels of a reading

test, given pre- and post their program experience. Pretests uere ad-

ministered in SeptemherOctober, and pcsttests in late April and early

May.

7
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Grade The Clymer-Barrett Prereaaing Battery, in the
categories of word ueaning, listeningmatch
alphabet and copying at readiness levels. Because,

for this group, expected scores cannotmeaningfully
be computed, the number and percentages of pupils
achieving a criterion cut-off raw score of 24 in
Visual Discrimination; of 18 in Auditory Discrimi-
nation; and of 12 in Visual Motor skills uvre to be
reported.

Grades 1,3- Stanford Achievement Test at appropriate levels.
Using grade-equivalent norms, the historical re-
gression procedure was to be applied to pretest re-
sults to obtain predicted (without treabnent) post-
test results far esch pupil. The difference betueen
the real posttest and the anticipated posttest grade-
equivalent ueans were to be analyzed for statistical
significance at the .05 level with the correlated t
test. (Students in the third grade achieving below
the 1.9 level were given the Stanford Achievement Test;
those above that level the Stanford Diagnostic Reading
Test.)

Grades 3-8:

Grades 9-12

Stanford Diagnostic Test at appropriate levels.
uent prescribed as above.

The Iowa Silent Reading Test at appropriate levels. A
correlated z ratio is required, applied to the difference
between percentile-score ueans, to ascertain statistically
significant iuproverrent at the .05 level in a "mcified
real vs. anticipated gain" design.

Variation in pretest dates considerably irereased the number of groups

that required separate analysis. Children uho uere carried over in the

pzogram from the preceding year uere not retested in September; instead,

their April posttest scores frcm the pleceding spring uere uned as pretest

scores in this analysis. Thereuere also a significant nuMber of children

admitted to the program after the first of the year, wha received at mos

four uonths of service. These groups uere also arolyzed separately uhere

there uere at least thirty of thai who were tested at a given grade level.

am Ta-______110._errentation

Objective: To determine the extent to uhich the program, as
actually dai7ried out, coincided with the program as described
in-the project proposal.
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In the pursuit of this objective the evahiator made two visits

to each of twenty schools selected from among the nonpublic sdhools in

the program. Although it would have been appropriate for this saulfple

to have been selected in SOME random fashion, a number of difficulties

precluded that optimum relection plan. Several other components of the

prooramuere being evaluated at the same time, and site visit overlap

was deeued undesirable; since two schools were to be visited in one day,

pairs of sites had to be within some reasonable distance of one another.

The twenty schools chosen, consequently, constituted a representative,

rather than a random, sample, of nonpublic program schools in the four

major borougbs of New York City. No other principle of selection, h -

ever, was euployed, and the sanple may be considered a nal-biased one.

Visits included not only an extended period of observation in the

classroom of the remedial reading teacher, but a visit to the ptincipal's

office with an offer to discuss the program, and occasional informal

discussions over lunCh with the corrective reading teacher and her 1-

leagues. Observations in the classroom were coded in time units und

a number of activity categories related to the goals of the program.

The first block of visits wure made in the fall of 1975, and took

place between October 30 and January 29. The second blodk of visits

were made beten March 25 and Nay 11, 1976.

Pa_lpyrofessional

Objective: To determine if, as a result of receiving supplementary
paraprofessional services, participants achieve a sta istically
significant Improvement in reading achievement level.

This objective was required in a ucdification of the original evalu-

ation design dated September 30, 1975. The procedure described in that

9
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cant

called for a record of the number of paraprofessional

hours with each pupil, the subsequent designation of pupil

ps with diffezing degrees of "intensity of paraprofe sianal

contact," and a camparison of these groups with all pupils receiving

cauponent treatment and no supplementary paraprofessional service.

A log form for paraprofessionals to campletem thly uus designed

for recording pup4-paraprofessianal contact Ca copy of the fann is

included in theAppeal The design was modified after site visits

had revealed more about the nature of the contact under study, furtheT

discussion of the form preceded a tryout in an atteupt to discover

whether or not there was sufficient variance in contact to satisfy the

requirements of the analysis, and the final famn was put into use quite

late in the year.

TThe September 30 evaluation design for this objective asked for a

covariance analysis, with pretest results used as the covariate. Per-

mission was granted for the use of an equivalent method daat employs a

multiple regression technique instead of covariane, and which does not

require a pre-categorization of contact hours into various degrees of

intensity.



Chapter III

FINDLNGS

The major program objective, s i-if icant improvement of reading

levels aver expectation, is judged to be unequivocally successful,

as Shown in the analysis on the /,tiled Infanmation Form presented in

the Appendix.

First graders who were administered the Clymer-Barrett Pre-

reading Battery substmtially increased their mastery of the three major

kills areas: the percentage of those above the cut-off score on V _ual

rose from 3370 in October to 94% in May; in the same period, from ln to

77% on Auditory; and from 24% to 76% in Visual Motor skills.

In the twEnty-two other grade-level/test level groups for uhich an

analysis was wade, actual posttest scores exceeded predicted posttest

scores at the .001 level for ei,g,hte at the .05 level or better for

tv.To of the groups; for only twa relatively snall groups of third graders

did the improvement beyond expectation fail to meet the .05 critErion

level set by the program. Thirteen out of nineteen of the components

analyzed in terns of grade-equivalent scores achieved at better than one

month of reading gain for elimori_h of instructi four out of four of

those analyzed in tenms of normal curve deviates achieved gains of better

than half a standard deviation during the period of instruction.

Objective #2

A sammary of class observations is displayed in Table 1 and indicates

an overall excellent implementation of the general corrective reading

1 it



Table 1.

Observations of Class Activitiea,
By Category, in Minutes and Percentages

CLASS FORMAT Minutes Percentage

Total Group 1300 46

Small Group/individual 1535 54

OBJECTIVES

Reading Sub-Skills 1735 61

Practice 290 10

Motivation 390 14

Mixed 420 15

MATERIALS

Blackboard 245 9

Teacher-Made 5,0 19

Commercial Excercises 635 22

Books and Stories 595 21

Mixed (Including Games, Activities) 820 29

PUPIL INVOLVEMENT IN LESSON

High 265 .9

Good 2420 86

Fair to Poor 150 5

PARAPROFESSIONALS

Time in Clares with Para Present . 1730 100

Tine Engaged in Direct Instructional Tasks 970 56

12
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design envisioned by the program. Fannat observations shad an almost

even split between "total group" and "individual or mall gnoup" Ln-

struction,though it uust be realized that a total group in no case ex-

ceeded ten children. "Reading sub-skills" under the Objectives category

conbines a great variPty of skills such as comprelensicn, using context to

determine meaning, vocabulary, etc. tice" includes drill' sessions

as well as individual reading activities. Under the Materials category,

"mixed' observations included a variety of games and activity projects

for yomger children mach as making cookies while learning to read a

recipe.

The evaluative camients on program implementation belc w focus on

a nuuber of significant areas of corrective reading, recognized as such

in the teacher training design outlined for the nonpublic school program

by central staff:

Diagnosis. This is cleArly sri important and on-going activity in

he program, and random visits encaantered a variety of infoncaloiagnostic

effarts built into instructional sequences, in addition to the formal

diagnostic procedures required for each child. Serious and quite adequate

attention is devoted to this crucial area.

Motivation. More motivational effort was obsErved on the part of

teachers with, younger age groups, which is appropria e, but also some

ingenious and successful attempts to establish reading motivation with

older groups. Consistent attention is being given to this instruction

necessity, and as the observation suniinry indicates, the great majority

of pupils show consistently good levels of interest and involvement.

13
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Interest in Reading. It ues found that consistent and uide-

spread attention uas being given to this more specific motivational

objective. Mbst of the classes had attractfve collecions of paperbacks,

uEny 'Yead aloud" lessons uere encountered, as uell as systmatic efforts

to encourage out-of-classroam reading. In same instances, howver,

class libraries were rather minimal conversations udth one of the field

s revealed that these oases are likely to be recently initiated

programs, -ulch have not had the time to build up a collection over the

years. Although recent budget difficulties present some barriers to OVEC-

cardmg this deficiency, I would recommend attEntion to doing so. In a

few instances, the corrective reading roams uere themselves cramped and

unattractive, hardly ideal for vEking the reading process a desirable pros-

pect, but the local space problems that create such a handicap appear dif-

ficult to surmount.

Individualiz". Better than half of the tined observations were

the individual-instruction urde, considerably better than anticipated

Although the proportion of tiue that should be spent in a corrective

reading program, on individualized activity is surely a matter of ins

tional judguent, it seemed that some of the "total gr p" tiue ues prob-

ably duplicating regular classroom instruction and could profitably be

shifted to individualized activities that might more directly relate to

specific diagnosis of need. Judging from a lonig conversation with one of

the field supervisors, a good deal of pressure on this issue is brought to

bear an the teaching stff by central office and the evaluator can only

recommend that it be uointained. It is possible, of course, that in

anticipation of a visit from an evaluator the teachers observed tended to

1 4
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plan lessors that would highl. t their own teaching activities; the

timed sample of activities may, as a result, not truly represent the

actual state of affairs.

Prescrit_g. Really excellent thrwghcut. The great

ity of lessons observed had clear thj ectives, took small bites,

and demonstrated a good match between materials and objectives.

Methods and Mkterials. The evaluator found, an the whole, a splen-

did variety of language experiences and a wide range and mix of method-

ologies. The program is impressive in this area. Materials, on the

other h were mcre uneven. Most of the classrcoms possessed excellent

audiovisual equipment, and used it to good advantage; others seemed

far behind. The presence of equipment is, of course, a bidgetary matt

whether it is adequately used does have a bearing on the earlier obser-

vstion about individualizing as a more complete utilizatian of self-

pacing hardware depends on the degree to which children are encouraged

to work by themselves. Consid ing the very high quality of unith of the

commercial materials available in all of the classes, the evaluator did

not expect to find much teacher-made material and it was indeed in the

mdnority. Same of it was imaginative and use

Classrocin Rather uneven, but it is cleAr that

teachers are fighting valiantly to do as well as they can with very poor

space.

Classroom managanerit. The evaluatar saw very few children o pre-

sented moh of a problem and nrt a single instance of teacher inability to

handle a pupil. On the other side, a good deal of warmth was seen between

1 5
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children and teachers g rally; a pervasive sense of rapport and gerniine

affection.

In sannary, a first-rate classroau instructional program was found

operating quite close to general program objective and standards. In

view of ehe administrative difficulties imposed early in the year by a

re-shuffling of teaching staff as a result of the et crisis, the

ability of the staff to carry on the program at a high standard is even

ucre impressive.

The teachers themselves attested almost unanimously to the excell-

ence of their relationships with nonpublic school teaching staffs, and

in the course of the visits I observed uany specific instances of coop-

eration and helpfulness. A nuuber of principals went out of their way

for the opportunity to assure ne of their high opinion of the corrective

reading tL-i,her and of the real needs being met by the program. Super-

visory Linkages with central office appear to be well-organized, and

supervision seems to be accepted as helpful by teachers in the field.

Obj tive #3

Attempts to lish the effectiveness of the paraprofessional

services in those schools to wilich they were assigned, by assessing

their impact on reading level improvement, proved to be negative. As

the relevant Nailed Information Report table in the Appendix indicates,

for the fourteen component groups with a large enctighN to permit 1-

ysis, only one group_showed a statistically significant inpact on reading

level for paraprofessional contact. One might expect to find suCh a

single significant difference by chance.

16
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These results, hwever, should be assessed with same care. The

delays described in the preceeding Chapter resulted in our obtaining

records of paraprofessional contact for only a limited period of time,

two mcnths at the most. Data for a full school year, or for a period

close to it, udght well show more positive results, and a serious effort

to gather more adequate information is recommended for next y

As indicated ki Table 1, a very considerable percentage of para-

professional time is devoted to actual small group and individual in-.

struction. Almost all the teachers observed utio had paraprofessional

help used this resource fairly well, and deployed them instxucticrially

to a far greater extent than some of the general literature on parapro-

fessionals would suggest as the norm. Even if no statistical linkage

to reading gains can be established, the presence of paraprofessionals

does seem to encourage higher levels of individualzation in the class-

room and may be justified for that reason alone.

Action of Earlier Recajimndatiorts.

The 1974-75 evaluation report recarm&ded that: 1) the program be

recycled; 2) the program be expanded t: Include all Title 1 eligible

pupil_-; 3 penditures for materials and supplies be continued at pro-

portional levels; 4) the position of assistant to the Coordinator be con-

ed 5) teacher preferences be considered in the selection of equip-

t; 6) standardized tests be nachine rather than hand scored to mirdmnize

Reccamndations 1, 3, and 5 have been implenented. The others have

obvious connections to budgetary allocations, and their lack of implementation

is clea, y related to current budget stringencies.

17
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Chapter IV

SMIARY OF MAJR Fr tics, cONCLUsi s,
S

1_111,21LF1LIEL22.4_2ES.12i9_421.1

1. Outstanding
results in the areas of reading

achievement were

found in almost ail areas of the program,
with only two relatively snail

third grade conponents
failing to achieve gains in reading greater

than

expected.

a. First graders made very substantial gains
in mastery o

three major dkill areas;
in one of these areas the percete of the

group achieving
better than the criterion rose to 94%.

b. Of the twenty-two canpcnent groups analyzed, posttest scores

exceeded
predicted scores

at the .05 level or better,
with 18 at the .001

level.

c. Thirteen of nineteen cctipcuent grcups analyzed in tffns of

grade-equivalent
scores achieved at better than one month of reading gain

for each month of insttuction; four out of four of those
analyzed in terns

of normal curve deviates
achieved gains of better

than half a standard

deviation
during the period of instruction.

Overall, these results mPrit exemplary
status as a reading program

far educationally
disadvantaged

childr

2. Implementation
of the program,

assessed thr field visists,

evealed that the program isafirst-rate corrective reading
effort, op-

erating close to general prognmm objectives and standards.

a. There is an emphasis an individual diagnosis
that is fol-

lowed through with a corresponding
emphasis aa individual

and small group

18
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b. The prognam is characterized by the presere of excellent

prescriptive teaching, and imaginative and consistent efforts clt

motivation.

1

c. A wide variety of materials are available and are in use,

in conjunction with a uide range of appropriate teaching methodologies.

d. The prcgram has achieved a high level of student interest and

involvement.

3. Paraprofessional are efficiently employed, and devote a majority

of their time to instructional tasAs. An analysis of the impact on reading

gains of paraprofessional contact with individual children, hmever, indi-

cated no significant relationships at any grade level.

The following reccrrrnendations endorse the positive features already

in operation, described in the preceding section, t a few de-

sirable changes that shruld be mmageable within current restrictions:

1. The recycling of the Corrective Reading Services component of the

Nonpublic Schools program is strongly recommended for at least the number

of children served this year. The program's observed instructi ef-

fectiveness and cutstanding pupil achievement in reading makes it of gr

1.34 in a period in uhich public concern over reading performance re-

mains at a high level.

2. AdmEnistrative and supervisory staff should continue their efforts

to increase the proportion of instructional time devoted to individual and

small group instruction based on consistent diagnostic activities, and

a fuller utilization of materials and hardware desgned for individual-

1 9
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izati

3. A strong effort should be made to retain at least the

current level of paraprofessional participation in the program, and

a further attempt rade at measuring the effectiveness of paraprofes-

sional contact, beginning as early as possible ix' the school year.

4. Consideration should be given to strergthening the materials

resoarces of those schools that axe, for cne reason or another, bel

the average in size of classroom libraries, ccumercial materials, and

Other such resoLuces.

2 0
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,
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Table g istorca1 Regresston Desi n (6-step Formula ) for reporting norm referenced achievement testa
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In the Table below, enter the requested assessment information about the t sts used to evaluate the

effectiveness of major Project component/activities in achieving eognitive objectives. This form re-

quires means obtained from scores in the form of grade equivalent units as processed by the 6=step

formula.(see District Evaluator's Handbook of Selected Evaluation Procedures, 1974, p. 29-31) Be

fora completing this table read all footnotes. Attach additional sheets if necessary.

Component

Code

Activity

Code

Test

Used Form

Pre Post

Level

Pre Post

la

N

1 Group

ID 3

Number

Tested

Ai

_Pates-

Predicted

Posttest

Mean

Actual

oWest
M in

Obtained

Valve

of tDa e Mean Date

6082 3007 2 0 SA174 B A

-Pri

Le 336 1st 94 10 75 797 1.425 176 1.669 4 799 .0(

6 0 8 2 3 0 0 72 0 Cl7B A B Vi ual 1st 7510/7533.3 p176

6 10 0 7 0 Cl-B A B !tory lot H 1 7 18 7 5176 TT 0

111 °
72 0 CI--B A B Moto- let _0 75 2 0

6 o820 72 0 SAT B A
f; 1886 2 & 3

C '/76.535

=5/7675.7

1.674 5/76 2.151 7.2 2

6 o0 0 7 2 0 1 1192 _rd 65 2 26 2.591 .687 1.624_ .1

51.276
6 1111 1 0 2 SA174 B A Ian 3 1409 0/75 1 42 1.371 5 76 2.335

6 8210 T 2 0 SDRT6 W 1 1 3 945 10/7 2.447 76 24735 16.744

60 83 0 0 7 2 0 SIT74 B A 1ry1 2_143, 1 94 1.893 2 400 13 582

11 Identify the test used and year of publication (MAT-58 CAT-70, etc.).

2/ .Total number of participants in the activity.

_/ Identify the participants by specific gtade level (e.g., grade.3, grade

hined, enter the 4th and 5th digits of tiv component code.

Number of pupils for whom both pre and poet test data-are provided.

Where several grades are com-

* Nkns columns contain percentages/attaining above lcores 'of 24, 18, and 12 for.euch, of the

three subtests listed

A) Total N cat not be seDarated into time periods since, nost:often, ore and post del are uissing.

1

1

01

24

1
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FUNCTION NO. 09-69626

Table 9 HiscoriPl Nres§jon_Dresiln 6,step Formula) for reporting norm referenced achievement tests

in Reading and Mathematics.

In the Tale belov, enter the requested assessment information about the testa used to evaluate the

effectiveness of major project component/activities in Achieving aognitive objectives. This form re-

quires meani obtained from scores in the form of grade equivalent units as processed by the 6-step

formula,(see District Evaluator's Bandbook of Selected Evaluation Procedures, 1974, p. 29-31) Be-

fore completing this table, read all footnotes. Attach additional sheets if necessary.

Component

-d

Activi y

Code

Test

Used Form Level._

Post

Total

N

Group

ID

umber

Tested,

Ai

Pretest:

--ite

Predicted

Posttest

Mean

Actual

Posttest_

Date

Obtained

Value,

Pre Post_Pre kat Mean of t_

3 00720 SDRT6 X W 1 1 3 46 . 5/75 2 194 2.621 ..7: 5

6F2

6

3 72 DRI6X 1 1 3410 4 & 5 '114 2/76 2.567 '2.723 5/76 2.969 4,219

00 720

_0

sple6. 4 & 5 1778 10/752.434 2.720 5 76 3.122 23.103 .

F 2 0 720 SDRT6 4 & 5 1139 5/75 2.503 2.912 5/76 3,178 15,405

61400

6081 0 0

720 SDRT6 2 221775&6 123 2 76 3.817 4. 67 5/76 4.303 2.451

7 2 0 SDRT6 X 5 __6 1553 10/753.419 3.849 5/76 IL,0151 PI1.0142 .01

608 2 4 0 0 7 2 0 SDRT6 X 2 2 5 & 6 428 5/75 3,849 4.417 5/76 4,666 .5.269 .0(

0 0 7 2 0 3DRT66 X W 1 1 1941 714 8 5) 5/75 3,521 3.900 5/76 4.561 6.182

I50O110 720 DRT66 x 1 7 8 83 10/753.207 3.478 5 76 4.151_5.110

25

1/ Identify the test used and year of publication (MAT-.58, CAT-70, etc

7/ Total number of participants in the activity,

3/ Identify the participants by specific grade level (e.g.i grade 3 grade 5). Where several grades are com-

bined, enter the 4th and 5th digits of the.component code.

Y Number of pupils for whom'both pre And post test data.are provided.

26

ON.

1

1

1

3).

1

1

1
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Tible
jcitjai jais21212.2221E -tep Formula) for repor ing riorm referenced achievement.tests

in Reading and Mathematics,

In the Table below, enter
the requested assessment information about the tens used to evaluate the

effectiveness of major project component/activities in achieving Gognitive objectives. This fort re-

quires means obtained from scores in the form of grade equivalent units as processed by the 6-step

formula.(see District Evaluator'sjiandbook of Selected Evaluation Procedures) 1974) p. 29-31) Be-

fore completing this table, read all footnotes. Attach additional sheets if necessary.

Component

Cod

Test

Activity Used

Code

Total

ubsr
Test d

Predicted Actual

Pretest Posttest Posttest

Date Mean_ Mean Date Mean

btained

value

* 6

* 6

27

Vissal 119 10/73 70 7

10/7! 11 1.1st 119

B Ws itt 4/76 73.9

1/
Identify the.test used and year of publication (MAT-58) CAT-70, e

V Total number of participants in the activity.

Identify the participants by specific grade level (e.g., grade 3) grade 5). Where several grsdes are col-

bined, enter the 4th and 5th'digits of the component code.

Numba of pupils for whom both pre and post test data are provided.

Means colutoshcontein percentges At4dning above scores of 24, 18 aid 12 for each of the three

subtests listed,



CORRECTIVE MN SERVICES IN NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS ESEA TITLE I 1975-1976 FUNCTION # 09-69626 page 1

Table 11 Norm referenced aqilevement data not applicable to Table 9.

PARAPROFESSIONAL COMPONENT

In the table below, enter tho requested assessment
information about the Lets used to evaluate the effect-

iveness of major project component/activities in achieving cognitive objectives. Before compinting this.fotm,

read all footnotes. Attach !Idditional sheets if necessary.

Ctelponent

Code

Activ-

ity

Code

Test Form

Used

If Pre

1/ Identify test used and year of publication (MAT-58; 'AT-70,

etc .)

2/ Total number of participants in the activity.

3/ Identify the participants by specific grade level (e.g.,

grade 3, grade 5). Where several grades are combined,

enter the 4th and 5th digits .of the component code.

4/ Total number of participants for whom both pre and post

test data are provided.

5/ 1 grade equivalent; 2 percentile rank; 3 u z score;

4 * publisher's standard score: 5 u stanine; 6 raw

score; 7 other.

Analysis of par rofessional contact hours with individual students, in a regression analysis that is the

.valent of iI A. Entry under "posttest nean" is ctidardized coefficient represtiiig contact weight.

elated t Value,

6/ standard Bev ation - only required of

the following districts: Albany, Buffalo,

Hempstead, Mount Vernon, New York City,

Niagara Falls, Rochester, Syracuse, Utica,

Yonkers.

7/ Test statistics (e.g., t; F; X2

Obtained value of test.statistic e.g. F13.2

3 0
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Table 11 Norm referenced achievement data not applicable to Table 'J.

page 2

PARAPROFESSIONAL COMPONENT

In the table below, enter the requested assessment information
about the tests used to evaluate the effect-

iveness of major project component/activities in achieving cognitive objectives. Before completIng this,form,

read all footnotes. Attach additional sheets if necessary.

tatistical

?osttest Data

8

-te Mean S.D. Teat Value

24 NS

06,

1,25 NS

1 61 NS

1/ Identify test used and year of publication (MAT-58 CAT-701

etc.

2/ Total number of participants in the _ctivity.

.31 Identify the participants by specific grade level (e.g.,

grade 3, grade 5). Where several grades are combined,

enter the 4th and 5th digits of the cOmpOnent code.

4/ Total number of participants for whom both pre and post

test data are provided.

5/ 1 grade equivalent; 2 percentile rank; 3 0 Z score;

4 publisher's standard score; 5 0 stanine; 6 raw

score; 7 a other.

31

Standard Deviation only required o

the following districts: Albany, Buffalo,

Hempstead, Mount Vernon, New York City,

Niagara Falls, Rochester, Syracuse, Utica,

Yonkers.

7/ Test statistics (e.g., t; F; 12),

8/ Obtained value of test statistic e.g. Fs13.2!



Una OF ENCATIONAlo EVALUATION 4 1),A L

(attach to rim, item #30) Function 0 096 APPENE B

In this table mar tll Data Lops infomation, Between MIR, item #30 and this form, all participants

in each activity mist be dccounted fore The compenent and activity codes used in completion of item .#30

should be uaed hpre ao that the two tablea match. See definitions below table for further flstructions.

Component

Code

Activ ty

ode

(1

Group

I,D,

2)

Teat

Used

:I)

Total

N

(4 )

Number

Tend/

Analyze

Participants.

Not

Anal

N

()

Tested/

zed_

.........
6

Reasons why students were not tested,

tested, were not analyzed

or if

lumber

on

6082

6082

0

8

8

2

2

3

4

6

7

7

720

7

2

2

0

0

0

0

Grade

1

Grade

213

Grade

4,6

Grades

7-9

Grades

10,12

SRAT66

a B

SRAI74

sT66

DRT.I

DRT II

66

DRT I

DRT II

66

MT
73

336

3078

5587

2251

527

288'

2882

5135

2000

457

H

452

251

70

wt.
4"

.

Mini : andjor i alid grade or

eet CO ell g 0 El ill OS en-

than 30

Pupils left program fora variety

of r asons 1 6

1.1

1370

(I) Identify the participants by specific grade le el (e,g, grade 3, grade Oere several grades are Combined,

enter the last two digits of the component code.

(2) Identify the test uzed,and year of publication (0.70 SDAT.74, etc.)

(3) Number of participants in the activity,

(4) Number of participants
ineludeLin the pre and posttest calculations found on item#304

'(5) Number and percent of participants not tested and/or not analyzed on item#30.

(6) Specify 14 reasons why students were not tested and/or analyzed.
For each reason specified provide a separate

nutber count. If any further documentation la available, please attach to this form. If further spice is

needed to apeaify and explain data loss, attach
additional pages to this form. ,
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School Bo
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Aide

Day of Month
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Croup Contact

(Mo. of Hours to Meares Half-Hour

Name of Pupils

tnatructLoni area

Whole Grog Cowen S e instructions)

Month

Teacher

APPEEID

itia

Total

IMMENIMINIMIN
Individual/Small Gr up Contacts

of Quarter-Mour Unita - See instructions_
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ABSTRACT

If you operated a component of more than 60 hours of treatment with

results which showed gains (norm referenced) in excess of one month's

gain for-each month of treatment or operated a component of less than

60 hours of treatment with results which showed (criterion-referenced)

that at least 901.. of the population demonstrated mastery of the objec-

tives, please abstract the aspects of the component whi-ch-appear to

account for the unexpected results. Such examples can thus be duplicated

and made readily available through the New York State Educational Programs

o other school districts as well as State and Federal agencies Ehat are

interested in replicating successful projects. Identify the component by

code and provide a one page summary of the findings in relation to the

objectives..

Component Code Ac- y Code

7

01 6 Component Abstract

Objective Code

The Corrective Reading Services Component in the umbrella Non-
public School Program was designed_to supplement the regular..
reading programs in these schools_in order to raise the reading
achievement levels of educationally deprived children in grades
one through twelve, reading one or more years below grade level.

Outstanding results in the area of reading achievement merits
exemplart program status. One: Of twenty two component groups
analyzed, in twenty the posttest scores exceeded predicted scor-s
at the .05 level or better, with eighteen at the ,00l level;,
only two components failed to achieve at significant levels.
Two: ,Thirteen out of nineteen of the components analyzed in
terms of grade-equivalent scores achieved at better than one
month of reading gain for each month of instruction; four
out of four of those analyzed in terms of normal corve deviates
achied gains of:better than half a standard deviation during

the period of instruction.

The single most oustanding implementation feature was the di-
agnostic prescriptive model of instruction, with a considerable
emphasis on individualization, carried out in small groups
in a .setting which contained a great variety of instructional
materials.

3 7


